Swakop Uranium, a Namibian world class uranium mining company, invites people who are self-motivated, energetic
and wish to work in a High Performance Culture environment, to apply for the following role.

HOD: Processing
Location: Husab Mine
Reports to the Chief Operations Officer

MAIN PURPOSE OF JOB
To produce uranium oxide by managing and controlling the process plant through the requisite structure and
systems. Also manages costs, staff and overall process plant operation health, by coordinating Processing-,
Engineering-, Maintenance- and other support activities, while maintaining high safety-, health-, environmental-,
quality- and industrial standards.
Key Performance Areas:
 Co-ordinates the formation and implementation of metallurgical initiatives, implements and maintains a metallurgical
strategy in support of the Company’s strategy and objectives.
 Establishes and monitors performance indicators for the Processing Plant.
 Reviews and recommends the project capital requirements and monitors and controls expenditure against approved
budget.
 Provides technical and operational guidance to the processing and metallurgical teams.
 Reviews progressive treatment production output statistics (i.e. ore treated and carats recovered) and investigates and
actions deviations.
 Reviews and regulates the commitment of resources within the metallurgical function to optimize the efficiency of
operations and achievement of overall objectives.
 Recommends structural changes and reviews and redefines tasks to be undertaken by subordinates.
 Adheres to all laid down SHERQ standards, practices, policies, procedures, rules and regulations.
Requirements and experience:
 Relevant tertiary qualification related to industrial facility management such as but not limited to Minerals Engineering,
Chemical Engineering, Extractive Metallurgy, Process Engineering or equivalent.
 Minimum 15 years post qualification experience in a process environment with exposure to uranium mining a distinct
advantage.
 Related Senior Management experiences within an operational mine. A minimum of 5 years’ experience at supervisory
level with responsibility of optimizing plant/process utilization and/or equipment utilization and availability in a
multifunctional production environment.
 Project management and uranium mining experience an advantage.
 Code B/BE Driving license

Through its commitment to its people, the company offers a competitive remuneration package and the opportunity to work alongside
some of the most experienced and dedicated people in the industry.
Send your CV and other relevant documents to psujobs.proc@cgnpc.com.cn by 4 June 2018.
Previously disadvantaged Namibians are encouraged to apply.
Clearly indicate the position you are applying for as well as your name and surname in the subject line of your application email.
Applications received that do not meet the criteria will not be considered.
Only shortlisted candidates will be contacted within two weeks of the closing date of this advertisement
and no documents will be returned.

